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	AHSN Name: ICHP (Brent & Harrow CCGs)
	Case Study title: AF Virtual Clinics in NW London
	Summary (max: 
	 200 words): Brent and Harrow CCGs received NHSE investment to provide approximately 12 months of anticoagulation pharmacist capacity to case find over 1,500 untreated AF patients from GP records. The Virtual Clinic (VC) model involved these specialist pharmacists reviewing the patients, either via a multidisciplinary team (MDT) meeting or 1:1 with the GP, to confirm diagnosis and agree initiation of anticoagulation. If necessary, the anticoagulation pharmacist (linked to the local Trust) obtained cardiologist or haematologist advice to support the GP with their diagnosis, decision to anticoagulate or rationale for exception reporting.The model in Brent CCG, differed to 2016 South London VC model of using a Trust Anticoagulant pharmacist, to  using an additional Atrial Fibrillation pharmacist. This pharmacist supported by a GP Practice pharmacist where available, case-found the patients using a EMIS search criteria for patients with AF. After initiation of VCs, it was identified that this search should include those with Resolved AF, whose multi-morbidities may changed to warrant re-assessment. The AF pharmacist then used the Anticoagulant Specialist seconded from a neighbouring Trust to peer-review the patients identified and make recommendations for discussion with the GP/MDT or to seek advice from the Trust Consultants she had an existing working relationship. After discussion with the GP/MDT, the AF pharmacist then undertook prescribing based on the plan agreed or informed the GP retrospectively after discussion with the patient. Where appropriate, if there was an agreed plan with the GP for anticoagulation, a GP Practice Pharmacist prescriber could prescribe and counsel the patient.Experience to date is:• Utilising the wider pharmacy team is more efficient. It utlises appropriate skillsets from prescribing to non-prescribers to those with shared decision-making skills  - add feedback from those who undertook the course• Utilising the anticoagulation pharmacists’ expertise provides peer support and helps upskill the wider MDT.• Relationships are built with Trust Consultants via the pharmacists to support GPs in prescribing or referring to secondary care. There was some variation in Consultant opinion on when to anticoagulate post-abalation and that a national consensus needs to agreed and standardised anticoagulation guidelines.The VC programme highlighted that there are no agreed anticoagulant counselling guidelines for primary care in North West London. It is proposed that this should be addressed when the change from rivaroxaban to endoxaban as first-line anticoagulant choice is made. It also highlighted that the Systm One searches for AF were not standardised to those conducted in EMIS.

	Describe what you were trying to achieve: 
	What was the context/background? What were the key drivers for the work? What were previous activities undertaken, and what did you focus on? How did you find a solution to the problem?: 
	What resources did you need?: 
	What goals were achieved? What were key learnings?: Experience to date is:• Utilising the wider pharmacy team is more efficient. It utlises appropriate skillsets from prescribing to non-prescribers to those with shared decision-making skills  - add feedback from those who undertook the course• Utilising the anticoagulation pharmacists’ expertise provides peer support and helps upskill the wider MDT.• Relationships are built with Trust Consultants via the pharmacists to support GPs in prescribing or referring to secondary care. There was some variation in Consultant opinion on when to anticoagulate post-abalation and that a national consensus needs to agreed and standardised anticoagulation guidelines.The VC programme highlighted that there are no agreed anticoagulant counselling guidelines for primary care in North West London. It is proposed that this should be addressed when the change from rivaroxaban to endoxaban as first-line anticoagulant choice is made. It also highlighted that the Systm One searches for AF were not standardised to those conducted in EMIS.In Brent, due to an additional AF pharmacist they were able to undertake up-skilling of GP Practice pharmacists, particularly in use of the Kardia device to increase AF detection. There was also an afternoon session where actual VC cases were shared by the Anticoagulant pharmacist and the AF pharmacist with the wider CCG GP and Nurse Specialist Team. This up-skilling build on Cardiology training undertaken by some GPs, nurses and practice pharmacists prior to the initiation of the VCs. In Harrow CCG, there was no additional AF pharmacist so case finding relied on more limited GP practice and CCG pharmacist support, with the Anticoagulant pharmacist reviewing the patients identified and agreeing  management plan direct with GP/MDT. Discussion with the patient and prescribing was left to the GP or GP in combination with the practice pharmacist. The lead to slower decision to anticoagulate to actual anticoagulation times, larger number of referrals into secondary care and an overall lower rate of anticoagulation achieved and higher exception reporting. This model illustrates that devolution of case finding, prescribing and patient counselling to pharmacists with GP oversight is more efficient than relying on GP capacity to undertake these tasks and potentially more effective in number of patients anticoagulated and strokes prevented     - Compare Brent & Harrow data, determine if opportunity gap from March/April 2019 - November 2019 from WISC data.p 
	Give pointers on where you started: Work to resolve likely issues1. Myth busting” needed on anticoagulation for stroke prevention – see AF toolkit2. Coding problems (EMIS/Systm One, SNOMED..... for AF001, AF007, resolved AF... )3. Train pharmacists in shared decision making & ensure they will use actively with AF patients4. Challenges in diagnostic pathway, esp in PAF5. Engage GP AF Lead more actively to address the clinical inertia on making firm diagnosis & treatment plan within ideally 3-4 months, practices with large variations compared to others....6. Referral pathways – haematology vs cardiologyRecommendations to those running AF VCsEnsure consistent advice from specialist services, especially cardiology Develop local protocol for anticoagulation with previous cardioversion or ablationAddress issues around lost to follow up and breakdown in communication between secondary care services and GP practicesDefined role of left atrial appendage occlusion device if anticoagulation is contraindicated
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